led the Mongols into Babylonia and invaded Bagdad, destroying the city and butchering the inhabitants, ending Bagdad's reign as a scientific and cultural center in the Middle East. With a hatred for Islam, the Mongols even dismantled the ancient irrigation canalworks that provided water to the fields even far from the rivers. This is the reason that area is today a desert. (1) This was 1860 years (186x10) after the Babylonians seiged and took Jerusalem in 603 BC.

1. A Short History of the World 193

1259 AD (5153 AM): 847 Before Armageddon/ 3497 After Flood

Kublai Khan ascends the Mongol Throne over the most expansive geographical empire ever to have existed in recorded history, from China in the Far East to the Danube in the west, from Siberia north of Russia to the Persian Gulf. Known as the Tartars, they would terrorize Asia, Russia, the Middle East and Europe.

1260 AD (5154 AM): 846 Before Armageddon/ 3498 After Flood/ 2012 Year of Rome/ 1184 Saka Calendar

The Mongols under Haluga Khan sought to take Egypt and on the way invaded Palestine, where the Mamelukes of Egypt met them in battle and drove them off. (1) One of the Mongol armies was completely destroyed by the Sultan of Egypt. (2) This year begins the decline of the Mongol Empire, which divided into several smaller Mongol-controlled kingdoms rather than a unified empire. Mongols that settled in the east became Buddhists while those that remained in the west became Muslims as they integrated with the locals. In this year Kublai Khan becomes the Great Khan. (3) This year was the height of Roger Bacon's life, a Franciscan of Oxford who was regarded as the father of modern experimental science. He was a champion against ignorance, a visionary who earnestly believed that intention and ingenuity could easily produce great ships that could move without rowers, operated by a single man instead of many, that horseless carriages could speedily move over land and that flying machines were possible, allowing men to travel through the skies. Of course, modern ships, automobiles and aircraft have all come to pass. Six years trailing NIBIRU now enters into the inner solar system an immense strewn field of glaciers (comets) and mountain-sized asteroids that had priorily broke free of NIBIRU's surface and trailing behind. This immense strewn field breaks apart, free of NIBIRU's gravitational hold and become four or five prominent comet groups, all detailed in Anunnaki Homeworld.

1. WarsThatChanged the World 44; 2. A Short History of the World 193; 3. ibid p. 193

1262 AD (5156 AM): 844 Before Armageddon/ 6500 Anunnaki Chronology/ 5300 Orbital Chronology/ 4700 Descent of Watchers/ 4100 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 3500 After Flood

After 395 years orbiting the massive sun the lost moon of NIBIRU called the Dark Satillite passes over the ecliptic unseen from Earth, passing through the inner solar system. This was 70 jubilees after the Great Flood.

1268 AD (5162 AM): 838 Before Armageddon/ 3506 After Flood/ 1980 Orbital-Alteration/ 792 Fall of Rome

Earthquake at Cilisia in Asia Minor killed 60,000 people. This was 792 years after the Fall of Rome in 476 AD, and 1776 years after the founding of the Republic of Rome in 509 BC.

1269 AD (5163 AM): 837 Before Armageddon/ 3507 After Flood

After journeying all the way to China and living in the court of Kublai Khan, the Mongol Emporer, Marco Polo returned to Venice, Italy, bringing back amazing stories of his adventures in Asia and news of the willingness of the Chinese to trade with European merchants. At this time the entire affair is still a matter of privacy, a state secret.
1270 AD (5164 AM): 836 Before Armageddon/ 3508 After Flood/ 3168 After Babel/ 2200 Divided Kingdom/ 744 Anno Domini Begun

Europe embarks upon the Eighth Crusade, which was largely unsuccessful. Buyt success is measured differently according to variant agendas. Europe counted it a loss but to the greedy Church and civil authorities enriching themselves on the widows left behind, the war gave the Inquisition more witches to torment, to burn and its more estates to confiscate.

1271 AD (5165 AM): 835 Before Armageddon/ 3509 After Flood/ 2046 Olympiad Year/ 745 Anno Domini

Europe embarks upon the Ninth Crusade (which ends in 1272) that ends with a truce with the Mamelukes of Egypt. (1)

1. Wars That Changed the World 41

1272 AD (5166 AM): 834 Before Armageddon/ 6510 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3510 After Flood/ 2016 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1584 Seleucid Calendar/ 1008 Coptic Calendar

Marco Polo journeyed to China with the elder Polos who had already made the trip before. They had been sent back to Europe for learned men who could expound upon Christianity for the Great Khan, and to retrieve some holy oil from the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. They gained access through alien ports in the east and towns by producing a golden tablet given to them by the Mongol Emporer. (1)

1. A Short History of the World 199

1273 AD (5167 AM): 833 Before Armageddon/ 3511 After Flood

Rudolf of Habsburg becomes the first Habsburg Emperor, beginning the Papal contention between favoring France or favoring Germany, which always depended upon the origin of the successive popes. (1) The Habsburgs were Catholic regents.

1. A Short History of the World 187

1274 AD (5168 AM): 832 Before Armageddon/ 3512 After Flood

Kublai Khan has a large fleet constructed. A Mongol invasion force with Chinese auxiliaries tries to cross the sea to Japan but is wiped out by a typhoon.

1276 AD (5170 AM): 830 Before Armageddon/ 3514 After Flood/ 1860 Fall of Judah/ 800 Fall of Rome/ 1200 Saka Calendar

Rudolf of Habsburg becomes the first Habsburg Emperor, beginning the Papal contention between favoring France or favoring Germany, which always depended upon the origin of the successive popes. (1) The Habsburgs were Catholic regents. Habsburg Dynasty begins and would last 530 years until 1806 AD when ended by Napoleon. The Habsburgs continue to rule through their global banking dynasties, and this year of 1276 AD is 476 years before 1952 AD when a descendant of the Habsburgs founded the Bilderberg Group, a collective of secret elitists allies together to forge international governmental policies to suit their own agendas. The 476 year timeline is interesting, for Rome fell in 476 AD and Rome was founded in 753 BC, 476 years after the Fall of Troy in 1229 BC, the Trojans being the progenitors of the Romans.

1. A Short History of the World 187

1278 AD (5172 AM): 828 Before Armageddon/ 3516 After Flood/ 2208 Divided Kingdom/

King Edward I of England and Queen Eleanor exhumed the skeletal remains of what's said to be King Arthur and Queen Guinevere at Glastonbury. This was doubtful, but was probably a scheme designed to gain public confidence. (1)

1. Saxons, Vikings and Celts 20-21
1280 AD (5174 AM): 826 Before Armageddon/ 3518 After Flood

The Yuan Dynasty in China began, a Mongol Dynasty. It would endure 88 years to 1368 AD.

1281 AD (5175 AM): 825 Before Armageddon/ 3519 After Flood

Kublai Khan attempted to invade Japan by sea again with an even larger fleet and invasion force. Again, an unexpected typhoon wiped out the fleet and the Mongols never again tried to attack Japan. Archeologists have found among some of these sunken vessels primitive fragmentation bombs. (1)

1. 1421 p. 524

1282 AD (5176 AM): 824 Before Armageddon/ 3520 After Flood/ 2688 Year of Israel/ 660 After Hijrah

Danish King Eric V signed a charter (the Danehof) making the Danish crown subordinate to law with an assembly of lords, altering the administration of the country. (1) At this time in Europe during the height of monarchy, this was an unheard of move.

1. March of the Titans 166

1286 AD (5180 AM): 820 Before Armageddon/ 3524 After Flood/ 1998 Orbital-Alteration/ 810 Fall of Rome

In March occurred a wild, unusual stormy day with evil omens appearing that had the people of Scotland thinking Judgement Day was coming. (1) The old name for Scotland was Scotia, which derives from Scythia, the land of the migrating Cimmerians (from Samaria). These people were descendants of migrating Israelites. The islands off their shores are called the Hebrides (of the Hebrews).

1. William Wallace 33

1290 AD (5184 AM): 4104 Anno Pyramid/ 3528 After Flood/ 2220 Divided Kingdom/ 6600

An earthquake at the Gulf of Chihli, China killed about 100,000 people. (1) In England King Edward of the Plantagenet Dynasty was troubled by the fact that by this time the Jewish companies had bankrupted the English. He was under pressure by the people who accused the Jews of exploitative financial practices related to their dominance in the banking business. (2) In an attempt to demonize King Edward, historian James Mackey wrote that Edward was also a descendant of the Angevins, who "...had a long reputation for evil-doing, pagan practices and witchcraft. They were said to have originated with the Breton bandit named Tortulf the Forerester..." (3) The Angevins were known for violent tempers and a propensity to great cruelty but these attributes were never given to Edward until he expelled the Jews. Like the Danes, Edward at this time also institution a house of lords known in London as Parliament, as well as many legal reforms. In this year of 1290 his wife Eleanor died, of Castile. (4) By this time Edward had already subdue Wales and now had his eyes on Scotland. King Edward I expelled the Jews from England, some 16,000 men, women and children, some with violence. (5) Unfortunately, Edward saw that once the Jewish financial stranglehold takes over there is never a peaceful resolution. Other European monarchs saw this and also expelled the Jews from their kingdoms. As history is rewritten over and over again by authors submitting their research to Jewish editors in the Jewish publishing houses of Europe and America since the 1940s, the reasons for that the European monarchs expelled the Jews so many hundreds of times over a 15 century period is altered. We are told today that anti-Semitism was the reason while all along it was for financial reasons. The Edict of Expulsion was enacted on November 1 (6), the ancient Day of the Dead, and many of these Jews would relocate to Spain where exactly 202 years later on the EXACT SAME DAY the Spanish crown would again expel the Jews in 1492 AD on the same day Christopher Columbus set sail for the New World. Lastly, Margaret Queen Margaret of Scotland died from a sudden illness which was exactly
what King Edward I of England had hoped for, for her demise (poisoning?) ended the royal Scottish dynasty. (7) This year was 54 jubilees after 1411 BC when the Israelites defeated the Amorites and took their lands, Argob and Bashan. This was the 5184th year of the Annus Mundi Chronology, or 864x6 years since humankind was cursed and banished in 3895 BC.


**1291 AD (5185 AM): 815 Before Armageddon/ 3529 After Flood**

William Wallace, of Danish-Scotch ancestry, stood 6 ft. 7 in. tall, a giant of a man. (1) William, known to posterity as Braveheart, began a guerrilla campaign against English occupation forces in Scotland. His daring acts and campaigns endeared him to the people and he is the greatest of all heroes in Scottish memory. Wallace was already famous before he fought and defeated the infamous pirate Red Rover. Also, in May, Arab army destroyed the Christian city of Acre, led by the Egyptian Sultan Khalil al-Ashraf. The surviving Christians and the Knights of the Templar Order were holed up in the great sea tower. The Sultan promised to let all the Christians and Knights go free if they abandoned the tower, which was an almost impregnable fortress. This was agreed to and the Christians allowed Arab soldier inside but the Muslims immediately began harassing and abusing the ChristiaN women prompting the Templars to retaliate, slaughtering them. The Sultan viewed this development as intolerable and had the castle undermined by sappers and it partially collapsed and the Christians were all killed. (2)

1. William Wallace 29; 2. The Jesus Papars x

**1293 AD (5187 AM): 813 Before Armageddon/ 3531 After Flood**

An earthquake in Kamakura, Japan killed about 20,000 people. Roger Bacon died.

**1294 AD (5188 AM): 812 Before Armageddon/ 3532 After Flood/ 2700 Year of Israel/ 2046 Year of Rome**

Kublai Khan died leaving no successor to the Mongol Empire. (1)

1. Wars That Changed the World 47

**1296 AD (5190 AM): 810 Before Armageddon/ 3534 After Flood/ 2040 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 770 Anno Domini Begun**

In March war broke out between England and Scotland. King Edward I of England attacked Berwick, Scotland's largest city, which had been enjoying a time of great prosperity in maritime trade with the Scandinavian countries. The English killed between 17 and 20 thousand between, including women and children. The raping, murders, looting and burning lasted three days. Matthew of Westminster claims that 60,000 people perished, Christian English slaughtering Christian Scottish. King Edward is said to have seen a woman giving birth as she was hacked to death by a crazed soldier. (1) Edward removed Lia Fail, the Stone of Destiny from Scotland to England, set into the Coronation Chair at Westminster Abbey. (2) The Stone was said to have been brought to ancient Ireland by a prophet and princess of Judah and stayed in Ireland for 1080 years until 503 AD. In 504 AD it was set in place in Scotland exactly 792 years before Edward removed it to England in this year. Some hold that Edward was duped, that the real stone was replaced with another, the original Lia Fail was said to be covered in inscriptions. (3) This year was 2016 years (1008+1008) after the last of the Ten Tribes of Israel were deported by Assyria in 721 BC.

1297 AD (5191 AM): 809 Before Armageddon/ 3535 After Flood
William Wallace (Braveheart) led the Scottish resistance at the Battle of Stirling Bridge. The English army under King Edward I was one that had never been defeated, full of veterans from wars in France and the Holy Land. Edward had 50,000 troops with a thousand horse cavalry with contingents from Ireland and Wales. A second English army over 8000 joined them. (1) Edward invaded confidently, expecting a weak resistance, but the Scots had hardened from seven years of English oppression. With an inferior force the Scots defeated the English and routed their army entirely, butchering them as they fled. Within a month Wallace rid Scotland of the English, recovering almost all of her castles. In this year Braveheart became the sole ruler of all Scotland. (2)

1. William Wallace 141; 2. ibid p. 141-142, 150, 157-158

1298 AD (5192 AM): 808 Before Armageddon/ 4968 Jewish Calendar/ 4400 Vedic Calendar/ 3536 After Flood/
A comet is reported by Europeans and for the period of 1298-1314 AD Europeans and those in the Far East reported a series of seven distinct comet or cometlike bodies, plague mists, strangeomens in the skies, earthquake activity, these things also recorded in the Middle East and Africa. (1) In a Genoan prison the traveler Marco Polo told his adventures to and back from China to a writer named Rustichello who then produced the book Description of the Marco Polo's Travels which ignited the imagination of Europe. (2) This book deserves its place in history for it contributed greatly to the hunger of Europeans to see the rest of the world, initiating the European spirit that followed known as the Colonial Expansion. King Edward I if England invaded Scotland again with well over 100,000 troops and a greater cavalry of knights and siege-engines. Wallace trained the Scots in long-spear warfare and employed a scorched-earth policy nearly starving the English invaders while retreating his own forces. The Scots fought the English at the Battle of Falkirk and lost, but the toll on the English army was so great it could hardly be called a success. The English occupied Scotland and William Wallace led a small group of guerrilla fighters against the English. (3) This was 414x12 years (4968) of the Jewish Calendar.


Note: the greatest crime King Edward I committed against the Scottish was the theft of their history. The Scottish retained three large chests full of royal records and ancient documents concerning Scottish/Scythian antiquities. Edward confiscated these records and they have since been lost. (William Wallace p. 79)

1300 AD (5194 AM): 806 Before Armageddon/ 3538 After Flood/ 2052 Year of Rome/ 1344 Roman Julian/ 1224 Saka Calendar/ 774 Anno Domini Begun
Approximate date for the disappearance of the Chaco Canyon culture in the United States, a people who left abandoned cliff dwellings and settlements due to sudden drought and sterility in the land. (1) This entire period from 1298-1314 AD and even later was one of global climate changes and astronomical activity seen/experienced on Earth.

1. Great Disasters 68-69

1301 AD (5195 AM): 805 Before Armageddon/ 3539 After Flood
A comet appeared that according to Europeans was spectacular to behold. (1)

1. Ancient Mysteries 160
1303 AD (5197 AM): 803 Before Armageddon/ 3541 After Flood
Violent earthquake in northern Egypt toppled the remains of the Pharos Lighthouse. (1)

1. Alexandria 70

1305 AD (5199 AM): 801 Before Armageddon/ 3543 After Flood/

William Wallace (Braveheart) was captured and paraded naked through London and sentenced to die three times by a court picked and allied to King Edward I of England. A crowd of English and visitors watched as Wallace was hanged until almost dead, and revived. Then he was castrated, having his genitals cut off. Thirdly he was eviscerated and while still alive he had all of his intestines and organs removed. (1) In the words of historian James Mackey, King Edward "...committed the supreme folly of giving the Scots a martyr- and that made them a nation more securely than a decade of oppression." (2)

1. William Wallace p. 266; 2. ibid p. 267

1306 AD (5200 AM): 800 Before Armageddon/ 4976 Jewish Calendar/ 3544 After Flood

The Jews are expelled from France. (1) Robert the Bruce is made king of Scotland at Scone. (2) DanteAligheri began composing his epic work, Divine Comedy, concerning a pilgrimage to Hell. He would continue writing it until his death in 1321.

1. Synagogue of Satan 25, Jewish Supremacism 199; 2. William Wallace 117

1307 AD (5201 AM): 799 Before Armageddon/ 3545 After Flood/

On October 13th, a Friday, by Papal order with the aid of King Phillippe who both sought the immense wealth of the Templars, all the knights of the Templar order that could be found were rounded up and imprisoned. This gave rise to the popular depiction of Friday the 13th as being an evil day. Church officials and secular government tortured the knights to get them to reveal their secrets. But the Roman Church nor the European regents involved in the conspiracy had known just how organized the Templars were. Though estates and castles were confiscated, herds apprehended, the Knights Templar escaped with their great wealth. The escaping knights had one of the greatest navies around and their fleets were made up of knights and crews from Portugal, Spain, France and Scotland and they began patrolling the seas hunting Vatican ships and all vessels linked to Roman Catholicism. This new menace on the high seas flew the dreaded Jolly Roger, the black flag with skull and crossbones so popular in today's depictions of pirates. The flag was named after the man Roger II of Sicily (1095-1154 AD), a close Templar associate during the Crusades. (1) The new pirate fleet cost the Roman Catholic empire more money than they had ever confiscated from the Templars. A curious fact is mentioned by author David Hatcher Childress in that within a generation after the dispersal of the Knights Templar the ports of Europe were filled with maps of all the coasts of the world, portolans and navigation secrets that had been priorly guarded. (2)

1. Pirates and the Lost Templar Fleet p. 58; 2. ibid. p. 111

1314 AD (5208 AM): 792 Before Armageddon/ 6552 Anunnaki Chronology/ 4752 Descent of Watchers/ 4416 Vedic Calendar/ 3552 After Flood/ 2760 After Exodus

By this time Philippe IV of France had tortured to death 36 Knights Templars and burned 54 more at the stake trying to acquire the secrets to their treasure's whereabouts. This was futile, for those Templars that escaped removed the treasuries and took to the sea. The Grand Master of the Knights Templar named Jacques de Moley was condemned to death and slow-roasted over an open fire in a public square. As he suffered he cursed both the king of France and the Pope for their conspiracy, declaring that both of them would meet him in death. and as history attests, Pope Clement of Dysentery died a month later of dysentery
and KingPhilippe died eight months later. (1) This was the 60th year of Scotland's troubles with England since the kidnaping of the king and queen, Alexander III and his wife in 1254. Robert the Bruce was badly outnumbered leading 6000 Scots against the 20,000 invading English at the Battle of Bannockburn. (2) Just prior to the battle a fleet of vessels belonging to the Knights Templar who had fled Europe seeking another base of operations landed at Scotland. At the battle progressed a cavalry of Knights Templar with Templar banners stormed toward the battle and the English fled terrified. It was the help of the Knights Templar that won the Scottish Independence. (3)

1314 AD was the final year of the Seven Cometsover Europe, a period of 16 yearsof increased comet activity noted by European historians. The seventh cometlike body is described by chroniclers as an "...awe-inspirìng blackness." (4) People reported unusual mistsof poison and it was widely accepted at this time that these death-mists were descending form the sky, from passing comets. (5) On the other side of the planet in China the sun darkened and the earth trembled and quaked. (6) The historical record is precìse precise for this is planet NIBIRU passing through the inner solar system close to Earth occulting the sun in transit exactly 60 years after it entered the inner system in 1254 AD and passed over the sun perpendicular to the ecliptic to complete its total 792 year orbit, this being 792 years to its final appearance in 2106 AD at Armageddon. It will remain 732 years beneath the ecliptic far out in the outer system and return to destroy the entire western world in 2046 AD.

The Anunnaki appeared on Earth in 3439 BC as the Watchers and gave humanity the knowledge on how to manufacture deadly weapons, and incidentally, as NIBIRU passes close once again a new deadly weapon enters the historical record. In this year Europe became aware of a new weapon that would revolution all welfare for the next seven centuries...the gun. It was invented by a German monk according to the Chronicle of the city of Ghent. (7) This curious year was exactly 4416 years into the Vedic Calendar, or 552x8 years.

---


---

1315 AD (5209 AM): 791 Before Armageddon/ 3553 After Flood/

The House of Osman I begins the Ottoman Empire of the Turks, beginning a 138 year countdown (1656 months is 414x4 or 552x3) to the Turkish goal, the takingof Constantinople in 1453 AD when they changed the name to Istanbul. The Great Famine of Europe begins (lasting to 1317), believed to have been caused by bad weather conditions. (1) In the spring there was too much rain, followed by continual rain in the summer and then in fall. Bad harvests are reported throughout Europe resulting in famine. (2) Cannibalisism is reported and it is estimated that 10% of the total European population died. Children were abandoned everywhere.

---


---

1320 AD (5214 AM): 786 Before Armageddon/ 3558 After Flood/ 1244 Ax Such Calendar/ 1056 Coptic Calendar

In a Declaration of Arbroath the Scots sent to the Pope they declared that the Scottish people descended directly from the Scythians. They had lived priorly a while in Spain and came to Scotland, "...1200 years after the outgoing of the people of Israel." (1) This means that around 247 BC the people who became the Scots settled in Scotia (Scotland).

---

1. W.H. Bennett, Symbolsof Our Celto-Saxon Heritage p. 114, citing by William Dankenbring
1322 AD (5216 AM): 784 Before Armageddon/3560 After Flood/700 After Hijrah

Pope John XXII officially banned the Ethnikoi Hebreoi Jewish Talmud. (1) The Talmud was a book of morals and ethics for the Jews to practice with other Jews, the text teaching Jewish people to regard all non-Jews as less-than-human animals, as goyim. Treachery, deceit, usury, bait-and-switch tactics even grievous sexual trespasses against children are all allowed in the Talmud for the Jews to practice against non-Jews. Unlike the Torah, which was the ancient original biblical books of the Israelites, the Talmud is a book of extreme prejudice that promotes the racial ideal that the entire world and all its inhabitants are to be the prey of the Jews, for rulership of all races is their divine right. Many other Popes will condemn the Talmud throughout history.

1. Jewish Supremacism 68

1325 AD (5219 AM): 781 Before Armageddon/3563 After Flood/2100 Olympiad Year

The Mexica established Tenochtitlan near modern Mexico City, a renovated city of unknown antiquity, priorly occupied by the Toltecs. This year begins a 153 year countdown to the completion of the multi-ton relic Stone of the Fifth Stone at Tenochtitlan, an ancient American version of the Apocalypse, in 1478 AD.

1326 AD (5220 AM): 780 Before Armageddon/4140 Anno Pyramid/3564 After Flood/2070 Post-Exilic Chronology/800 Anno Domini Begun

In the kingdom of Castile in Spain the government allowed the Jews to charge interest on loans at 33.3%. In Cuenca a famine occurred and the Jews realized how desperate the situation was for the Christians, but they refused to lend out money like they ordinarily did at this time until the government yielded to their demands to allow them to charge 40% interest on all loans. (1)

1. Jewish Supremacism 166

1333 AD (5227 AM): 773 Before Armageddon/3571 After Flood

A meteorite crashed into China killing everyone in a 100 mile radius with noxious gases that infested the air. (1) Strange omens seen in the skies over China and Mongol Emperor Toghon Temur Khan ascends to the throne and initiates a practice involving Buddhist tantric exercises turned into full-blown orgies, summoning Chinese women from the low caste classes and nobility. (2) Chinese historians recorded that earthquakes occurred, weird storms with even entire mountains disappearing into the sea. Entire villages vanished into the ground. (3) Mount Etna in Sicily erupted and historians agree that all these events in China were also occurring in other regions of the world. (4)

1. Sages and Seers 11; 2. The Discoverers: Boorstin 141; 3. Sages and Seers 9; 4. ibid p. 9

1336 AD (5230 AM): 770 Before Armageddon/3574 After Flood/1920 Fall of Judah/1380 Roman Julian/1260 Saka Calendar/810 Anno Domini Begun

Extraordinary thunderstorms are reported in northern France.

1337 AD (5231 AM): 769 Before Armageddon/3575 After Flood/2112 Olympiad Year

A comet is recorded by Europeans in June. (1) The English contend with the French over English claims to the French throne, beginning the Hundred Years War which actually lasts 118 years to 1453 AD. This is the archtypical contention between the firstborn son and the adopted sons for the birthright, Mæses and Ephraim adopted into the family of Israel and Reuben who was the son from a different mother than Joseph, father of the tribes who were adopted.
1. Introduction to Comets 16

1338 AD (5232 AM): 768 Before Armageddon/ 3576 After Flood

German princes met at Rhense and formerly revoked the right of the Pope to choose a German king. (1) This was the 800th year from the rise of the Papacy in 538 AD.

1. March of the Titans 289

1342 AD (5236 AM): 764 Before Armageddon/ 4444 Vedic Calendar/ 3580 After Flood/ 3240 After Babel

The Germans and French report massive flooding in Europe.

1344 AD (5238 AM): 762 Before Armageddon/ 3582 After Flood/ 1656 Seleucid Calendar/ 868 Fall of Rome/ 1080 Coptic Calendar

The very first clock dial was invented by Jacobi DeDonde of Chioggia, Italy. This was a mechanical device for computing time that visibly allowed one to see the time of day or night. This was a revolutionary concept for until this time all clocks signalled the times by chimes and bells, being audible clocks. Almost seven centuries a later and we still use the clock dials. (1) As this year related to earth time, the timing being 1344 AD is significant, for 1344 is 792+552, the orbital lengths of both NIBIRU and Phoenicos. on the ancient Greek-Syrian Seleucid Calendar, this year was 1656, or 414x4 or 552x3 years. Earth time is based off of the ancient Sumerian sexagesimal system, a base-60 system, the origin of ours 60 seconds, 60 minutes for an hour. a Mankind was cursed in the year 1344 of the Anunnaki Chronology, or 3895 BC, which began a 6000 year countdown to the removal of the curse at Armageddon in 2106 AD.

1. The Discoverers: Boorst 45

1345 AD (5239 AM): 761 Before Armageddon/ 3583 After Flood

Lewis Mumford, historian and author of Technics and Civilization, wrote that in this year western civilization in Europe began dividing the day into hours of 60 minutes each. (1) This was the result of the invention of the year before, the ability of men to see time unfolding through the clock dial invention, however, the division of the day into units of 60 is now known to be a rediscovery of ancient Sumerian practice. This standardization would soon serve to promote several advancements in industry while also confining the minds of men in a more mechanistic world blind to the natural dynamics of motion used to calculate times by his predecessors.

1. Technics and Civilization 16

1346 AD (5240 AM): 760 Before Armageddon/ 3584 After Flood

A column of fire over France is visible in the sky for some time. (1) The Black Death plague kills about 13 million Chinese as its spreads throughout the Far East, an epidemic that was believed to have been caused by passing comets. (2) Pope Clement estimated that about 23 million died from the plague in Asia outside of China and in India. The Black Death entered Syria and the Near East where entire communities were laid waste. Philosopher-historian Manly P. Hall wrote that it was popular in those days for European Christians to pray to God to keep them safe from "...the Plague, Turk, and the Comets." (3) The malady was called the Black Death because of the dark purple color of the victim's skin in the final stage of the disease. C.W. Dalton in The World's All Wrong wrote, "The Black Death of the 14th century, which spread over almost the entire earth, wiped out one-third of the world's inhabitants in four years." (4)

1347 AD (5241 AM): 759 Before Armageddon/ 3585 After Flood

The Black Death sets ashore in Europe. The historical view is that infected rats and sailors brought it to Europe, but studies have shown that the Black Death may have been airbourne, beginning in the Far East. In Anunnaki Homeworld it is shown that ice falling to earth from space has often contained biological or organic compounds, even strange insects. This is possible because NIBIRU was once encapsulating in a biosphere of water that turned to fractured glaciers, then when the planet fragmented these glaciers became orbiting cometary bodies. The Black Death was probably extraterrestrial in origin. It is this time that the Maya in Central America have vanished from the historical record. Mayan civilization broke apart into many subcultures spread abroad.

1348 AD (5242 AM): 758 Before Armageddon/ 3586 After Flood/ 2100 Year of Rome

A comet appeared over Paris, France. (1) A strange pestilential wind infected the island of Cyprus with poisonous air and many died of asphyxiation. The anomalous nature of this plague at Cyprus was that it was attended with earthquakes. (2) By this time 50% of Europe's population has died of the Black Death. (3) From the east to the west thousands died every days as the plague ran its course. (4) Ibn Iyas wrote that the Plague killed cats, dogs, horses, camels, asses, birds and even wild animals way out in the desert places. (5) Arabic chronicler Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406 AD) wrote that - "Civilization both in the East and the West was visited by a destructive plague which devastated nations and caused populations to vanish...civilization decreased with the decrease of mankind; cities and buildings were laid waste, roads and way signs were obliterated, settlements and mansions emptied, dynasties and tribes grew weak. The entire inhabited world changed." (6)


1349 AD (5243 AM): 757 Before Armageddon/ 3587 After Flood

The Jews are expelled from Saxony. (1) The Black Death killed about a third of England's population by this time. (2)

1. Jewish Supremacism 199; 2. March of the Titans 203

1350 AD (5244 AM): 756 Before Armageddon/ 3588 After Flood/ XX68

Planet Phoenix passed through the inner solar system completing its 138 years orbit. There are no records of a sighting. The intruder planet will not be seen until 1764 AD, and then it will be witnessed by hundreds of thousands of people.

1352 AD (5246 AM): 754 Before Armageddon/ 4464 Mayan Calendar/ 3590 After Flood/

The Yellow river in China flooded vast lowlands washing away villages and farmlands increasing disease during a time already plagued by epidemic and famine. (1)

1. 1421 p. 45

1353 AD (5247 AM): 753 Before Armageddon/ 3591 After Flood

The Christian Byzantines of Constantinople acquire military aid from the Turks in their struggle against the Serbian Kings. This was the first time the Turks had crossed the Dardanelles Strait in aggression against Europeans and this invitation to the Turks would exactly 100 years later in 1453 result with the fall of Constantinople by Turkish military. This was the same mistake the Briton Vortigern committed when he asked the Saxons to come to Britain and aid him against the Scots and Picts, which resulted in Saxon England.
1354 AD (5248 AM): 752 Before Armageddon/ 3592 After Flood/ 2800 After Exodus/ 2760 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 2106 Year of Rome/ 828 Anno Domini Begun

King Magnus of Norway sends out an expedition to map out the northern regions of North America, exactly 138 years before Columbus's famous "discovery" on American in 1492. This is known to historians as the Kensington Expitition. These men left a record of their journey and exploits known as the Kensington Runestone (see 1362 AD).

1356 AD (5250 AM): 750 Before Armageddon/ 3594 After Flood/ 2106 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1400 Roman Julian/ 880 Fall of Rome

The English defeated the French in battle at Poitiers. (1) A major earthquake shocks Egypt completely obliterating the last vestiges of the Pharos Lighthouse. The quake dislodged some of the heavy, polished white limestone casing blocks of the Great Pyramid of Giza, massive 20-ton, mirror-smooth surface stones. (2) The Muslim city of Cairo a few miles away is also damaged and Muslim engineers begin removing the Great Pyramid's casing blocks to rebuild government buildings and mosques in Cairo. Construction is begun on the Mosque of Sultan Hassan. Blocks would continue to be taken from the site for six years. In Chrono-structure: Lost Science of Prophetic Engineering we find that the internal world caleNDAR encoded within the dimensions of the Great Pyramid's internal arrangements identifies the exact year 1356 AD as being a year related to its own casing blocks. There were originally 144,000 of these casing blocks and they made the pyramid seem to be made of all one smooth stone. Herodotus, Strabo, Diodorus and a host of other ancient authors all wrote about the original condition of the Great Pyramid. The famous Arab geographer Ibn Battuta in this same year of 1356 wrote in his Travels of Ibn Mas Battuta- "The Pyramids and temples are among the wonders known since antiquity; they have been much spoken of, and much studied in regards their function and the ancientness of their construction...they have no doors, and we do not know in what manner they were built." (3)

In many old depictions of the End of the World by various cultures there seems to always be related to this concet of images of the Great Pyramid. Interestingly, the word apocalypse has a profound connection to the monument. The root for apocalypse are apo and kalyptein, or "off" and "to cover." Therefore, an apocalypse is the taking off of a cover, or a revelation. (4) The Great Pyramid does have a fascinating timeline encoded within it, which has been the subject of many books that all failed miserably to show it, until the research of Chronostructure was finished. But this timeline was invisible because the pyramid was a secret, the internal chambers unknown, their measurements a mystery. Once the cover of the monument was removed were later researchers able to discover many important secretsof the Great Pyramid. The principle geometric message of the Great Pyramid's four base cornerstones identifies the year 2046 AD as being the end of an Orbital Chronology involving Earth, and as seen in 2046 AD the Earth will indeed be pushed off of its present exist orbit by Nibiru. Further, this year, 1356, was 690 years before 2046 AD, or 138x5 years, 138 years being an orbital period of planet Phoenix.


1358 AD (5252 AM): 748 Before Armageddon/ 3596 After Flood/ 2070 Orbital-Alteration/ 832 Anno Domini Begun

Muslims of Cairo complete the Mosque of Sultan Hassan with the stone casing blocks taken from the surfaces of the Great Pyramid and redressed.

1360 AD (5254 AM): 746 Before Armageddon/ 3598 After Flood

The Jews are expelled from Hungary. (1)

1. Jewish Supremacism 199
1362 AD (5256 AM): 744 Before Armageddon/ 6600 Anunnaki Chronology/ 5400 Orbital Chronology/ 4800 Descent of Watchers/ 4200 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 3600 After Flood/ 2106 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 3000 from prophecy of Ephraim in 1639 BC

England, long under French influence, began opening Parliament in English rather than French, and English became the language of the law courts as well. (1) In this year the Norse-Goth expedition of King Magnus of Norway that set out in 1354 explored North America in the northern United States region, leaving behind the Kensington Runestone which would be discovered under an ancient tree in 1898 AD. Here's the translation of the runes:

"Eight Goths and twenty-two Norwegians on exploration journey from Vinland westward. We had camp by two rocky islets on one day's journey north from this stone. We were out and fished one day. After we came home we found ten men red with blood and dead. AVM save from evil. Have ten men by the sea to look after our ships 14 days journey from this island. Year 1362." XXX (2)

The calendars for this date are prominent. This year, which began as evil for the Norse and Goths exploring America, was exactly 414 years (a Cursed Earth period) before the progeny of these same peoples would found the United States of America in 1776. North America was the Last Days land of milk and honey, the Land of Promise to the Last Days empire of Israel, called Ephraim, or the Empire of Adoption.

1. History in Quotations 211; 2. Ancient Mysteries® 391

1368 AD (5262 AM): 738 Before Armageddon/ 4480 Mayan Calendar/ 3606 After Flood/ 2112 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 1680 Seleucid Calendar/ 1104 Coptic Calendar

In this year about 400,000 people drowned in China, at Nan-ch'ang, signalling to the people that the Manch of Heaven sought a change of dynasty, an ancient Chinese belief when bad natural disasters occurred. The Tartar Mongols ruled at this time. (1) Angry also at the oppression of the Mongol Khans, Hung Wu and other Chinese dissenters organized a clever rebellion. Because the Tartars refused to allow the Chinese people to gather in groups and had confiscated all their weapons, the rebels communicated ingeniously through their ancient custom of passing their neighbors fortune cookies at each full moon. Within the cakes were instructions to all the Chinese to rise up and slaughter the Mongols at the full moon of August 1368. This was executed and the Mongols were expelled giving rise to the Chinese Ming Dynasty. XXX (2) Mongol Emperor T'othon Temur fled the country and Chinese man Zhu Di assumed the dynastic name Hong Wu. (3)

1. Sages and Seers 10; 2. The Discoverers: Boorstin 142; 3. 1421 p. 46

1369 AD (5263 AM): 737 Before Armageddon/ 3607 After Flood

A descendant of Ghengis Khan called Timur the Lame (Tumerlane) assumed the title Grand Khan after establishing himself in western Turkestan. His Mongols armies enjoyed a brief spell of conquest from Syria to Delhi, but the empire was only but a few year sduration.

1370 AD (5264 AM): 736 Before Armageddon/ 3608 After Flood/ 2300 Divided Kingdom

The Jews are expelled from Belgium. (1)

1. Jewish Supremacism 199

1378 AD (5272 AM): 728 Before Armageddon/ 4480 Vedic Calendar/ 3616 After Flood

Pope Gregory XI died and Urban VI was elected to the Holy See. But discontent cardinals elected another man for the office, who became Pope Clement VII, or the AntiPope. The Papacy continued in Rome but the AntiPopes sat in Avignon, France, a controversy called the Great
Schism. This dual Papacy was maintained until 1417. This was 840 years after the rise of the Papacy in 538. It was also 324 years (108x3) after the Division of the Church in 1054.

1380 AD (5274 AM): 726 Before Armageddon/ 5050 Jewish Calendar/ 3618 After Flood

The Jews are expelled from Slovakia. (1) The Zeno Brothers illustrate a map of an ice-free Greenland and the polar regions. This map would remain undiscovered until one of their descendants would publish the map in 1558, the map itself dated 1380. (2) In this year is made the great Salisbury Clock, believed to be the oldest surviving mechanical clock in the world. (3) As of 2012 this clock is 632 years old and interestingly, it is located in the Salisbury plain where Stonehenge stands, an archaic megalithic astroterrestrial clock. This year is 138x10 Anno Domini (1380), and amazingly, ALL CLOCKS IN THE WORLD WILL BECOME USELESS IN 2046 AD when Earth adopts a new orbit around the sun that changed the length of the day and the year, abbreviating them considerably, and 1380 AD is 666 years to 2046 AD when NIBIRU nearly collides into our planet.

1. Jewish Supremacism 199; 2. Cataclysm! 244; 3. The Discoverers: Boorstin 66

1382 AD (5276 AM): 724 Before Armageddon/ 3620 After Flood

Englishman Wycliffe provides the first translation of the Bible in English, but from the Latin Vulgate, not the original Greek. This was 520 years to the publication of the a new English version in 1902.

1391 AD (5285 AM): 715 Before Armageddon/ 3629 After Flood

All throughout Spain the Jews are massacred, 4000 dying in the city of Seville alone. It is estimated that 50,000 Jews were killed. (1) The Spanish were having financial problems and as was the situation throughout Europe, the Jews had an international financial and banking network that was the source of the discontent.

1. Christ: The Power and the Passion 95

1394 AD (5288 AM): 712 Before Armageddon/ 3632 After Flood/ 2800 Year of Israel

Jews from Spain having escaped the year before find themselves again expelled, this time from France as the French people rise up against the Jews and chase them out the country. (1) This was 2800 years after Israelites settled in Argob and Bashan in Canaan.

1. Jewish Supremacism 199

1398 AD (5292 AM): 708 Before Armageddon/ 4500 Vedic Calendar/ 3636 After Flood/

Mongol conqueror Tamerlane invaded India nearly destroying Delhi. Tamerlane's capital city was Samarkand, which was New Samaria founded and built by the descendants of the Israelites that came straight out of the Assyrian captivity in the 7th and 6th centuries BC. Samaria was the capital city of Israel, founded in 881 BC. Also in this year, Prince Henry Sinclair, a Grand Master of the Knights Templar and veteran of the Crusades whose family dated back to the Norman invasion of 876 AD, gathered 12 ships and voyaged to Nova Scotia in the New World. Many believed he explored North America as did the Norse in 1362. (1) Back on the continent, John Huss, a Czech, lectured profusely upon the doctrines and teachings of the famous John Wycliffe, the English translator and publisher who produced the first widely dispersed protestant Bible to the indignation of the Roman Catholic Church who proclaimed Wycliffe and enemy. At the University of Prague, Huss delivered a fascinating discourse of the beliefs of Wycliffe that resulted with a rash of popularity in the educated classes on Wycliffe's and Huss's beliefs. (2) This was 84 years after the Church and French king roasted Jacques de Moley alive, the Grand Master of the Templars, in 1314.
This year is 2400 years after the Throne of Mabon. David was established in 1003 BC.


1400 AD (5294 AM): 706 Before Armageddon/ 3638 After Flood/ 2144 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 2112 Orbital-Alteration
A metallic meteorite crashed into the region close to Elbogen, Bohemia. When it was found it still weighed 235 lbs. (1) This is the approximate date for the Burning Times in Europe when agents of the Roman Catholic Church searched the countries for forbidden books and confiscated them, tortured and then burned those that were caught with them.

1. Cataclysm! p. 200

1401 AD (5295 AM): 705 Before Armageddon/ 3639 After Flood
Mongol leader Timur the Lame (Tamerlane) conquered Damascus and had a pyramid built of 50,000 human skulls of those men that that Mongols killed there. Timur the Lame’s capital was Samarkand (New Samaria) and he would go on to conquer cities and nations from Siberia in the north to India in the far south, the Middle East and the Hellespont to the very border of China. Timur is described by the Arabic Muslim writer Ahmed Ibn Arabshah as tall, mighty in strength, white in color, with long beard, lame on his right side, powerful in voice, brave and fearless. (1)

1. History in Quotations 256

1402 AD (5296 AM): 704 Before Armageddon/ 6640 Anunnaki Chronology/ 5710 Phoenix Chronology/ 3640 After Flood/ 3300 After Babel/ 1944 Buddhist Calendar
A huge asteroid/comet passed through the inner solar system on a 92 years orbit perpendicular to the ecliptic (52 years below ecliptic and 40 years above) that will collide into North American continent in 2046 AD. Europeans record the appearance of two bright comets in this year. Jacobus Angelus of Ulm wrote a detailed treatise on one of these comets. (1)

1. Introduction to Comets 6

1404 AD (5298 & AM): 702 Before Armageddon/ 3642 After Flood
Emperor Hongwu of China (real name is Zhu Di) has 2180 scholars begin the Yong-le-Dadian project to preserve all the known knowledge and texts of the east. It would take almost 16 years to complete the 4000-volume encyclopedia. (1)

1. 1421 p. 62

1408 AD (5302 AM): 698 Before Armageddon/ 3646 After Flood/ 2160 Year of Rome/ 1332 Saka Calendar
The king of Hungary, Sigismund von Luxembourg, reforms the Societas Draconis. (1) This Order of the Dragon was essentially reborn from a more ancient fraternity of kings and nobles. Vlad Dracul was a member of this Order. This was the year 1332 (666+666) of the Indian Saka Calendar.

1. The Dragon Legacy 22

1409 AD (5303 AM): 697 Before Armageddon/ 3647 After Flood
Chinese navigator ChengHo directed a fleet of the largest ships sea-going ships ever construction until that time (save for the Ark of Noah: see 2239 2244 and 2239 BC). The Chinese fleet sailed to Ceylon in the Indian ocean and the Chinese erected an upright slab
inscribed in three languaged commemorating the visit (Chinese, Tamil, Persian). The Chinese Imperial policy was to parade the wealth of the empire and exhibit its magnificence rather than dominate semes over its satellitie nations. (1) In this year Korea published its first text using movable type, the predecessor of the printing press.

1. The Discoverers: Boorstin 193-194

1414 AD (5308 AM): 692 Before Armageddon/ 3652 After Flood/ 3312 After Babel/ 2638 1998
Fall of Judah/ 888 Anno Domini
Chinese navigator Cheng Ho brought a giraffe from Bengal to China. The African creature had never been seen by the Chinese and its presence caused a sensation, for the nonphysical attributes of the giraffe matched those of the legendary creature called a K'i-lin, which, intriguingly, sounded to the Chinese as the same as the Somalii Somali name the Africans gave the giraffe (girin). (1)

1. The Discoverers: Boorstin 196-197

1415 AD (5309 AM): 691 Before Armageddon/ 3653 After Flood

John Huss of Bohemia, a scholar-priest from Prague was a moral reformer and sought to open the eyes of the people to see the corruption of the Roman Catholic clergy who were growing fat and rich off the work of the Europeans. He sought to read the Scriptures to the people in Bohemian for which Rome named him a heretic. The Papacy held a council at Constance to settle the matter of the Great Schism and that of John Huss, who was regarded as an enemy of the Papacy. Huss was invited to participate in the council and given a clear safe conduct from the Emperor. Huss went to Constance, Germany and was arrested by agentsof Rome, imprisoned until on the verge of death and diseased. A mock trial was conducted and Huss was burned at the stake while singing Christian hymns. (1) His unfair death lit a fire in Christian Bohemia that shocked Europe and stupefied Rome. (2) Enraged, the Bohemians, called the Hussites, led a fullscale insurrection, feeling this was an act of Holy War. Pope Martin V called for a Crusade against the Bohemians (Hussites) and five successive Papal invasions occurred th and the Hussites drove off their defeated enemies all five times. This was no ordinary series of invasions, for all of Europe fought against the Bohemians and lost. Peace would be concluded by 1436. Also in this year the Roman Church destroyed two 2nd century AD Jewish books said to have contained the true name of Jesus Christ. These books had been known to Hippolytus in Rome (176-236 AD) and Epiphanius of Salamis (315-403 AD). (3)

1. A Short History of the World 203; 2. Hus the Heretic p. 105-113; 3. The Bible Fraud 17

1417 AD (5311 AM): 689 Before Armageddon/ 3655 After Flood

France and Spain, followed by other European nations, at the Council of Pisa affirm the high antiquity of Christianity in Britain, the first nation to accept the Gospel. (1)

1. St. Paul in Britain 64

1419 AD (5313 AM): 687 Before Armageddon/ 3657 After Flood

The 4000-volume Chinese encyclopedia of all the known knowledges of the East was completed by 2180 程明�� scholars under Emperor Hong Wu [Zhu Di] after almost 16 years labor. (1) An epidemic in Fujian Province kills 174,000 on through 1421. (2)

1. 1421 p. 62; 2. ibid p. 75-77
1420 AD (5314 AM): 686 Before Armageddon/ 3658 After Flood/ 1344 Saka Calendar

The Jews are expelled from both Lyons and from Austria. (1) Bohemia had become thoroughly Hussite and the Papacy declared war on Bohemia. The Church of Rome sought to end the idea of individual peoples possessing copies of the Bible in their own languages. Rome only approved Latin translations of the Scriptures, and only to be read by priests on certain days and only certain passages were to be read. The Holy Roman Emperor-Elect Sigismund, also responsible for the treachery and death of John Huss in 1415, invades Bohemia with 20,000 soldiers. Almost overnight from all corners of Bohemia, boys and men filled with righteous indignation assembled into an army under John Ziska, a one-eyed veteran and knight. Peasant carts were armored and turned into war-wagons. Calling his men "Warriors of God’s," General Ziska defeated Emperor Sigismund several times. (2)

1. Jewish Supremacism 199; 2. Hus the Heretic p. 117

1421 AD (5315 AM): 685 Before Armageddon/ 3659 After Flood

As Emperor Sigismund retreated with a much depleted army, two more Papal armies invaded Bohemia totalling over 100,000 men. General Ziska led the Bohemians in a stunning series of victories sending both armies fleeing out of Bohemia. (1) In the 52nd year of the Ming Dynasty that overthrew the Mongols the Forbidden City is completed and dedicated on February 2nd, the Chinese New Year. This was Day One for the Chinese city. The immense and elaborately decorated city took three and a half million laborers and depleted entire forests for lumber and treasuries. (2) The Emperor of China sent out Imperial Treasure Fleets with vessels larger than many modern ships. The capital ships were 480 feet long (the height of the Great Pyramid), 180 feet wide with 9 masts. These fleets set out to map the known world, landing in Australia, Africa, South and North America, even taking specimens of fauna and flora. The survivors returned years later from a fantastic voyage but to a radically different China in 1423 that did not appreciate their discoveries. (3) On May 9th a storm swept over the Forbidden City and lightning struck the top of the papace, starting a fire that burned down the heart of the new city. Fires spread out of control, killing many. & A prodigious amount of labor on the city caused untold miseries on the people and now the ruinous fire burned it 96 days after it was dedicated. (4)

1. Hus the Heretic 117; 2. 1421 p. 59; 3. ibid p. 65-66; 4. ibid p. 75-77

1422 AD (5316 AM): 684 Before Armageddon/ 3660 After Flood/ 800 After Hijrah

Two more Papal armies invaded Bohemia and the first was beaten so badly that the second army turned and fled. (1)

1. Hus the Heretic 117

1423 AD (5317 AM): 683 Before Armageddon/ 3661 After Flood

The valuable discoveries collected by the Chinese Imperial Treasure fleet in circumnavigating the world were suppressed, censored and destroyed by the Mandarin isolationist policies. (1) The ancient culture of the Chinese is one that had been first at finding or producing many things, but they ever remained behind the innovations of the Europeans because of conflicting internal dissension and philosophies.

1. 1421 p. 83-84

1424 AD (5318 AM): 682 Before Armageddon/ 3662 After Flood/ 1736 Seleucid Calendar/ 3300 Abrahamic Covenant 1877 BC

The Jews are expelled from Cologne. (1) Dying from the plague, John Ziska, General of the Bohemian army, instructs his men to use his skin and stretch it for a war drum that would be beaten as they marched into battle against their enemies. Ziska died, the drum was made
and Prokop took the lead of the Bohemian army. (2)

1. Jewish Supremacy 199; 2. Hus the Heretic 117

1427 AD (5321 AM): 679 Before Armageddon/ 3665 After Flood

A fourth Crusade against the Hussites of Bohemia was assembled from all the Papal countries of Europe. It had taken more than two years to organize these armies after the news of Ziska's death. This massive army invaded Bohemia and to the amazement of Europe it was crushed by the Bohemians who fought furiously to the beat of Ziska's war drum, which according to reports, issued an incredible noise. The Papal army fled into Germany and parts of Germany fell to Bohemia. (1)

1. Hus the Heretic 117

1428 AD (5322 AM): 678 Before Armageddon/ 6666 Anunnaki Chronology/ 4800 X Olmec Calendar/ 3666 After Flood

Henry the Navigator's brother, of Portugal, brought back from Venice, Italy a map of the world that showed South America and the continents of the planet. (1) Portugal means Port of the Gauls. Chinese historian Gavin Menzies (USA) sets out in his book, 1421, to demonstrate that this Venice map was the one made by the Chinese in 1421-1423. But the Chinese were not needed for this production, as it is now known that the Phoenicians sailed around the world and the Templars had maps as well.

1. 1421 p. 138

1431 AD (5325 AM): 675 Before Armageddon/ 3669 After Flood

In this year three more Crusading Papal armies attacked the Bohemians. One army concentrated on retrieving the lost German territories and in this they succeeded. The Hussite defeated one of the Papal armies but the third Papal army was totally butchered to the last man. The Papacy in Rome unsuccessfully launched multi-national armies nine times against Bohemia simply because they asserted their divine right to read the Holy Scriptures in their own language, a seed planted by the 14th century reformer John Huss. (1) Today these people populate the Czech Republic and Slovakia, and in the great square of Prague stands the proud statue of John Huss. On May 30th Joan of Arc was burned at the stake as a heretic in Rouen, France by the British after inspiring the French to rebel against the British. The Roman Church and Britain feared her influence and despised her role in the liberation of France because she was a female. There are some who hold that Joan lived on, that another was burned in her place, that she eventually married Sieur des Armoise at Metz, even having a family together. Whatever her true fate, the popular belief that she was burned fueled the animosity between the French and British. (2) Also in this year Vlad Dracul was born, known as Vlad the Impaler.

1. Hus the Heretic 117; 2. Nostradamus: The Complete Prophecies 323 by Mario Reading

1433 AD (5327 AM): 673 Before Armageddon/ 3671 After Flood/ 2208 Olympiad Calendar

A comet seen over Europe as recorded by Paolo Toscanelli who recorded positional observations of the comet. (1)

1. Introduction to Comets 14

1440 AD (5334 AM): 666 Before Armageddon/ 3678 After Flood

Coster of Harlem in Holland invented the printing press in this year, which was more